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MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

Fees for 2019: 
good news! 
THE ABA is reducing your annual fee for next year to 
$40, down from the current $50. And there’s more to 
cheer about: everyone who joins or renews during De-
cember will qualify for an additional $10 saving, bring-
ing the cost of ABA membership down to just $30.
How is this possible? 
The ABA has been able to reduce fees to members due 
to a larger than expected increase in total membership 
during the last 12 months. Now we have 2150 mem-
bers across 23 clubs.
This recent boost to numbers – fueled by current com-
munity enthusiasm for beekeeping – is matched by a 
healthy ABA bank balance built up over many recent 
years of prudent management, and an entirely volun-
tary executive team that donates many hundreds of 
hours of professional time to run the organisation. 
Treasurer Lyall Zweck has run a number of projections 
to ensure the cut in fees for 2019 is sensible and will 
allow the ABA to support clubs in existing and fresh 
ways as the organisation grows. The fee structure 
was adopted at the November ABA council meeting in 
Gosford, with the full support of attending clubs.
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ABA fee + Club fee    
Many clubs charge a local club fee in addition to the ABA fee. 

The club fee is set independently by each committee to pay for local facilities, equipment and the      
expenses incurred in operating an apiary and holding meetings. The club fee is collected along with ABA 

fees via the online membership system and credited back to each local club’s account. 

SAVE BY PAYING IN DECEMBER
If you are a financial member of the ABA you will 

have received a renewal notice at the beginning of  
December inviting you to pay your 2019 fees via 

the online membership system. 
Look out for this email: it is sent automatically to 
the email address stored in the system when you 

last updated your details.
Don’t have this email? 

Don’t worry: you can still renew and get the  
Early Bird discount in December by going to the 

ABA website at beekeepers.asn.au
Click on the button at the top right of the screen 

and follow the prompts.

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF YOU PAY 
DURING DECEMBER –

$30 ABA MEMBERSHIP FOR 2019
PLUS YOUR CLUB FEE

AFTER 1 JANUARY,  
THE ABA MEMBERSHIP FEE IS $40

  

INSURANCE 

Peace of mind for 
just $20 
MORE GOOD NEWS: we’ve changed our insurance 
company and negotiated a flat rate public liability 
insurance for ABA members. The cost: $20 per annum 
to cover beekeepers with one to 100 hives. 
This gives a significant saving over our previous insur-

ance policy yet offers comparable cover. 
Members can obtain insurance at the same time 
as paying 2019 fees or opt in at any point during 
the year. The $20 fee per beekeeper will cover the 
calendar year beginning on January 1 2019. In-
surance cover is optional but you must be an ABA 
member to qualify for this negotiated rate. 
Full details are available on the AON website 
www.aon.com.au/ABANSW

http://www.aon.com.au/ABANSW 
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WHAT’S IN FLOWER? 

Brush Box 
Know your bee trees

BRUSH BOX (Lophostemon confertus), is an Australian native rain forest tree occurring naturally from the 
Hunter to the north and naturalized to around Nowra in the south.

It’s used extensively by councils for street plantings, makes a wonderful specimen tree if you have the 
space, and falls into what I call the HTK (hard-to-kill) or low maintenance genus of plants.

It generally flowers in late November or early December around the NSW Central Coast, and flowers ev-
ery year with climatic conditions (rainfall in the previous year’s winter is essential) having some effect on the 
amount of bud and blossom produced. The flowering period usually lasts three to six weeks, again depending 
on the weather. This season it’s looking great, whereas last year was quite a poor showing in the Central Coast 
area. 

It’s a terrific pollen and nectar producer which results in a light coloured and mild flavoured honey once the 
bees have done their work. As it flowers at around the same time as some of the Angophoras (Sydney Red 
Gums) and Iron Barks it’s unlikely that honey collected in coastal urban areas will be just Brush Box. However 
you never know. 

Happy bee tree hunting!    
PHOTOS AND TEXT: LEN VERRENKAMP

MEMBER BENEFITS 

LOGBOOK: Free copy for every member
The ABA is producing a beekeeper’s log book to make it easier for you to keep records of your hive inspec-

tions. When you renew or join the ABA for 2019, you will get the choice of collecting the logbook from your local 
club or paying $5 to have it mailed out along with your membership card. 

Record keeping is now mandatory as part of the Code of Practice. Get your wirebound logbook to keep track 
of your hives and have essential details to hand. One copy per financial member. The logbook is being developed 
now and will be available in January.



WHAT A YEAR 2018 turned out to be! A quick re-
view of what has taken place affecting bees ,keepers 
and the ABA quickly brings to mind the Billy Joel song 
“We didn’t start the fire”. 

Below are a few things that come to mind. (Just 
don’t ask me to make a song out of them!)

• 31% growth in membership for the ABA, with 
2150 members at the end of November. Three 
new clubs formed and affiliated with the ABA: 
Eurobodalla, New England and Blue Mountains. 
Some of these clubs already have 50 or more 
members, such is the growth in recreational 
beekeeping. 

• The ABA’s online membership system has come 
into its own. It’s been up and running for two 
years and ongoing fine tuning is making it a 
great asset that supports our continued growth.

• The ABA’s inaugural conference held in May and 
the resultant success spurring us on to a June 
2019 event. 

• A history of the ABA compiled and published by 
Jim Wright from the Hunter Valley club.

• Continued work by the DPI on varroa and AFB 
detection, with industry workshops held on 
both threats, along with the annual Sugar 
Shake month in April and AFB month in October. 
All initiatives were supported by the ABA and 
members.

• The 3rd Bee Congress held on the Gold Coast 
hosted by AHBIC at the end of June was another 
great success, with talk of one every five years.

• Varroa detected on a container ship in the Port 
of Melbourne. The incident was quickly and effi-
ciently handled by the relevant authorities.

• A significant reduction in ABA membership and 
insurance fees adopted for 2019, due to some 
great work by the ABA executive. This shows 
what can be achieved when membership num-
bers are increasing almost every day, giving us 
a stronger voice and a robust involvement by 
members at many levels.   

• ABA grants provided to 23 clubs, and addition-
al funds made available for clubs to cover the 
costs of guest speakers at monthly meetings. 

• Continued growth of the Tocal Beekeepers’ 
Field Day, another ABA supported event, with 
more than 800 people attending this year and 

PRESIDENT’S LETTER 

2018 Highlights 

its 40th year coming up in 2019.   
• The first ABA education modules produced and 

made available for clubs to use at local meet-
ings. (We need your feedback on these and 
other topics you would like covered.)

• Continued discussion and lobbying around bee-
keeping registration fees.

• ABA representation on the DPI’s Beekeepers 
Consultative Biosecurity Committee. 

Looking to 2019 and beyond, there has been mod-
elling done on membership growth, fee structures 
and insurance, with allowances made for the addi-
tion of more clubs, continued club grants, possible 
funding for academic research and more funds 
made available for the 2019 conference.
It really is a case of the honey jar being half full!

May the festive season be a safe one – and I hope 
you have some time for a bit of beekeeping. 

LEN VERRENKAMP, ABA PRESIDENT
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This has been a big year for bees, 
keepers and clubs 

COMMITTEE UPDATE 
SVEN STEPHAN has resigned from his position 
on the ABA executive due to his ever increasing 

beekeeping commitments.
Stepping into his position is ANA MARTIN. 

Ana is Sven’s wife and is involved in the Manning 
Valley club as their vice president.

Ana and Sven started beekeeping as a hobby 
back in September 2015 and quickly became 

fascinated by bees. They now have 200 hives and 
Amber Drop Honey has become their full-time 

business. They live at Johns River.
Ana is passionate about helping bees and the  

beekeeping community at large. 
I welcome Ana onto the ABA executive and we 
all look forward to working with Ana.  – LV



Can you tick A or B?

A  You a licensed pest exterminator [  ]  B  You are a beekeeper on a farm that you 
own or occupy AND you have current  

certification in chemical  safety  and fumigation [  ]
You are not A or B?  You MUST NOT use Phostoxin or its equivalent.

THE AGRICULTURAL fumigants Phos-
toxin, Fumitoxin and equivalent products 
are regarded by a range of beekeepers as 
a quick and effective way to control insect 
pests in combs removed from hives. But 
these chemicals are extremely dan-
gerous and use is now illegal in NSW 
except in a narrow range of circum-
stances.

Unfortunately, a cavalier approach 
among farmers and beekeepers 
to the use of these chemicals has 
developed with tragic consequences. 
Within the beekeeping industry, ac-
cidents have seriously injured many 
keepers. And a quick check of the 
internet reveals all manner of horror 
stories involving users and their 
families overcome by fumes, being 
seriously injured or killed.

These products typically come 
as grey pellets about 10 mm across 
and are sold in gas-tight containers 
with warnings. The tablets’ active ingredient is alu-
minium phosphide which reacts with moisture in the 
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BIOSECURITY SAFETY 

WARNING:   
Not for the casual beekeeper 
Don’t mess about with Phostoxin. The tablets may seem inocuous 
but their effects are deadly

The alternatives:
So what do you do with those drawn frames that you don’t want to put straight back on your hives? If you 

just pile them up and do nothing expect to find the comb infested with wax moth next time you look. (Wax moth 
are particularly attracted to the proteins left in cells after brood has hatched, and to pollen.)  
To stop this, freeze the dry frames for two days to kill any wax moth eggs (they are almost impossible to detect 
visually), then wrap the frames securely in thick plastic until needed. You can also pile frames and boxes up and 
secure all gaps with paper and tape. Don’t store wet and sticky frames: they will develop mould. Instead, put 
them back on the hive for a few days for the bees to clean them up before removing again for storage.

Wax moth like the dark so you can also try storing frames and boxes so the light and air can get to them, but 
keep a careful watch for other pests such as ants and mice.

Stories abound of  
beekeepers becoming ill when 
working or sleeping in areas 
where phosphine has been 

used or where Phostoxin or its 
equivalent has become moist. 

Explosions have occurred 
since phosphine is flammable. 

The fact that there have not 
been more fatal injuries is 

more by good luck than good 
judgement.

air to produce phosphine gas. The gas is the fumi-
gant which kills insects in any part of their 
reproductive cycle - eggs, larvae, pupae 
and adults. In trained and certified hands, 
boxes of comb to be stored can be placed 
in stacks with a lid at the base and the top; 

the tablets are added; phosphine is 
produced; and any insects in or on the 
comb are killed.

Phostoxin is poisonous and phos-
phine even more so. 

All beekeepers need to be aware 
that use of phosphine as a fumigant is 
strictly controlled.

In NSW, unless you are licenced pest 
exterminator, phosphine can be used 
only on a farm owned or occupied by 
the beekeeper and then only if the 
beekeeper has the relevant certificates 
for both chemical safety and fumiga-
tion.

Very few beekeepers would satisfy 
these conditions. For all others the use 
of phosphine as a fumigant is illegal. 

The risk to the beekeeper and others in the vicinity is 
simply too great. 



22: Blue Mountains 
23: New England  

Two new clubs affiliated with the ABA in Novem-
ber, bringing the total number of ABA clubs to 23. 

Beekeepers in and around Armidale (New England)
and Katoomba (Blue Mountains) now have access 

to the ABA’s support and resources, and are already 
attracting a strong following. 

The Blue Mountains Club is hosted by the local 
council’s Cultural Centre in Katoomba’s town cen-

tre. The council gave permission for the club to put 
two hives in the centre’s rooftop garden (pictured 

above), which is off limits to the public. A couple of 
storeys above ground, the garden is protected from 
the mountain winds by walls and glass panels, and 
is host to native grasses, shrubs and sculpture. The 

first hive placed there in November is already thriving 
and helping to teach newbies the basics of beekeep-

ing. The club had gathered 50 members within its 
first three weeks. 
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CLUB NEWS 

Boost for Bee  
Gardens across the 
Southern Tablelands 
Goulburn District members  
celebrate the launch of their book 

ABC GARDEN GURU Costa Georgiadias describes 
it this way: “This book is simple, it is concise and it 
is a tool for local change.” DPI technical specialist in 
honeybees Dr Doug Somerville heaps applause on the 
authors so: “Brian and Lee have done an exceptional 
job in compiling suitable plants for, at times, a very 
harsh environment.” 

Growing Beautiful Bee Gardens in the Southern  
Tablelands of NSW by Brian Faulkner and Lee Towle is a 
cleverly designed and expertly assembled guide to the 
plants that attract bees and thrive in the area covered 
by the Goulburn District Beekeepers Club. 

Using a club grant from the ABA to cover the print-
ing costs, the two authors (both long-time members 
and past executive of GDBC) worked for over two 
years to create a 110-page manual to help beekeep-
ers and bee friendly gardeners make good choices. 
More than 100 people attended the launch at the local 
library. The book, costing $25, is now in its second 
print run. For more details, email info@goulburnbee-
keepers.asn.au

With the addition of these two 
latest clubs, the ABA reached a 
record of 2150 members at the  
end of November, with any new 
sign-ups in December qualifying 

for 2019 membership. Next year 
promises to be another exciting 

year for all our beekeepers, with 
several more groups asking about 
how to join the ranks of the ABA.

At the book lAunch: (l to R): DR 
bRiAn FAulkneR, club PResiDent JAne 

suttle, MAyoR oF GoulbuRn MulwARee 
council bob kiRk, AnD lee towle



BEE WHISPERING 

Cues and Clues
Arthur Garske explains how you 
can tell a lot about a beehive  
before you even open the lid

To be a good beekeeper (and not just a keeper  
of bees) it is necessary to use ALL your senses.   
Especially your powers of OBSERVATION.

There is so much that you can learn from just 
watching your bees and seeing what they are doing.

o How many bees are flying?
o Amount of pollen being brought in
o Are the bees landing light or heavy?
o What is on the ground in front of the hive?
o How many bees are crawling up grass stems 

trying to fly and falling back to the ground?
  – Are their wings distended?
  – Are they shivering?
  – Do they look waxy?
o Do the front of the hive bodies have orangey 

looking spots?
o Have you listened to the hum of the bees?
While you are watching them:
o Have the bees been checking you out?
o Are you something they feel threatened by?
o Are there bees flying around the hive erratical-

ly looking into cracks or crevices, the breathing   
  vents on migratory lids, landing on  
   the edge of the entrance and 

taking off again erratically?
You may see a bee trying to 

run out of the entrance with 
another bee hanging onto that 

bee and maybe trying to sting 
the intruder. This could be tak-

ing place in several sites across the 
landing board entrance. 

This tells you that all is not well in the 
honey gathering stakes: the flow has either been in-
terrupted due to weather conditions or even that the 
honey flow has finished.

This means that maybe you should have a rethink 
about looking at your bees.  If you had been planning 
on robbing them then reassess. If you decide to go 
ahead and rob in a suburban situation, this could pos-
sibly lead to neighbours, family members or anything 
that moves in the vicinity getting stung.

The solution if you notice these external signs is to 
not go past the OBSERVATION STAGE.

o Are they buzzing around five centimetres from 
your face to get to the hive taking no notice of you? 

o What is the buzzing sound now?
  – Is it normal?
  – Is the pitch much higher?
  – Are the bees movements jerky and   

  darting?
If you dare to windmill with your hands, hey presto!  

Instant sting.
If you ignore that bee buzzing around five cms from 

your face rather frantically it will leave you for a short 
time but will return and go through the same process 
and eventually not come back at all.

Sometimes the first bee that was 
buzzing with a high pitch sound may 
return with two or three other high 
pitched buzzers. This tells you that 
all is not happy in the family home 
and it is time for you to decamp 
slowly.

On the other hand you might, on first 
arrival to look at your hives, hear a really high 
pitch buzz and feel the bee hit you in the back of the 
neck or ear.

When this happens there is only one thing to do 
and that is to hit the bee as it hits you and scratch the 
sting out immediately.

If you do not kill the stinger she will keep hitting 
you and the high pitched sound of her buzzing wings 
is a call to arms for her sisters who will be devotees of 
the same Kamikaze school of high speed attack.

IT IS TIME TO LEAVE AND GEAR UP!
If you absolutely have to look into the hives make 

sure the smoker is belching lots of thick white COOL 
smoke, preferably from forest She-oak needles.

Now OBSERVE what is happening around you.
o Are there clouds?
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o Is it windy?
o Which direction is the wind coming from?
o Are the bees coming in light?
o What is the smell or odour in the immediate 

hive area? Is it sweet or sour?
All this has been OBSERVED and you haven’t even 

opened up the hive yet.
OPENING THE HIVE
Release a few puffs of smoke at the entrance. Lift 

the corner of the lid and add a couple of puffs. Put the 
lid back down and wait a minute or so making sure 
you are standing to the side or back of the hive, NOT 
in front of the entrance.

Lift the lid off, then the inner cover.  Now observe 
what the bees are doing.

o Are they forming rank? If so, use a couple of 
puffs of smoke. If not, use your hive tool.

o Split the frames gently and deliberately.
o Withdraw a frame.
o Look at it on its edges.

o Smell the odour of the hive.
o Put your nose down to the gap 

formed when you withdrew the frame 
and breathe deeply.

o Is it sweet or sour (foul)?
o Are the bees in the hive buzz-

ing normally?
o Are they buzzing ner-

vously?
o Are they buzzing, cry-

ing, distressed?
Lift off boxes of honey, placing them on your up-

turned hive lid with a puff or two of smoke over boxes 
before lifting them off.

Now you are down to the BROOD BOX.  Lift out the 
frame of brood nearest the side wall.  Look quickly on 
both sides making sure the queen is not on it and lean 
it against the side of the hive.

What you are looking for is eggs on end and tiny 
larvae.  When you find these start observing the bees 
behaviour. This will help you find the queen.

All the time LISTEN to the buzz of the hive.
You should also be SMELLING at the same time.  

Gently shake excess bees back into the hive body then 
start looking at the frame of brood. Give the frame a 
shake on the flat. This lets you know how good or bad 
is the honey flow.

o Turn frame on its axis and position yourself 
with the sun coming over your shoulder and the frame 
angled so that the sun lights up the bottom of the 
cells.

If the queen is young and vigorous there should be 
even concentric arches of brood and larvae.

If conditions are really good there should be a sea 
of royal jelly in the bottom of cells, with the tiny larvae 
floating in it.

The smell you should be smelling is slightly sour, 
coming from the abundance of royal jelly.

There should be a band of honey around the sides 
and top bar.  All this is done quickly as you want to 
have the hive opened as little as possible.  While you 
are doing this your ears are LISTENING to the sound of 
the bees.

When they start to alter their pitch to anx-
ious, a couple of gentle puffs of smoke over 
the brood box and frames and also over the 
top of your honey supers is a good idea.

Quickly go through the brood frames.
o How many sealed brood?
o How many unsealed brood?
o How lavishly are they being fed?
o What sort of shake have you got?
o Is it consistent with what you have ob-

served in the flora (buds) flowering?
o How much more is to crack, i.e., how much 

that is going to start flowering in another four weeks
Are the bees really happy and progressive? If so
o  Split the brood and, say, put in four well drawn 

combs alternating between unsealed brood.
o  Lift up four frames sealed brood and put into 

middle of honey super
o  Take out four frames sealed honey all the while 

LISTENING for changes in buzzing (bee talk) telling 
you when the judicial use of smoke is needed either to 
start putting the hive back together, take off honey or 
put on an extra box or boxes.

If you do not want to take off honey this time, put 
the four frames of sealed honey on the outside and 
four empty frames in the middle of the new box you 
have given them.

LISTENING
When you first take off the lid and cover, LISTEN to 

the hive sound or bee talk.
o If a hive is queenless, the bees sound agitated 

or unhappy and I call it “crying”
o If a hive has lost its queen (superseded and 

raised a new queen but she has not long hatched out 
and has not as yet mated) the bees sound “anxious.”

o If a hive is “sick” for whatever reason then the 
sound the bees make is sort of agitated. When your 
nose takes an active role you can smell that all is not 
well.  The demeanour of the bees is aggressive.

When you take off the lid and cover of a queen-right 
healthy and prosperous hive the sound you will hear is 
a normal humming sound – “happy bees”.

I have already told you how your sense of smell is 
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so important in helping you to 
assess conditions in the hive. 
Likewise your eyes are the key 

to see what is going on outside 
the hive.
To be a good beekeeper you have 

to be a student of nature.  Look closely 
at what is happening around about your 

hives. Your hives may be getting a tremendous 
shake, the weather is fine and sunny, there is no sign 
of a change, there is a light breeze, you are working 
your bees, everything is great then maybe an hour 
later the breeze stiffens, the tone of the bees changes 
and they start to get a little toey but you finish your 
work.

The next day: no shake of nectar, bees are as 
cranky as all hell and prone to rob. But the following 
day everything is fine, bees are happy and getting a 
tremendous shake.  The only thing different is there is 
no breeze.

Lesson to be learnt: wind stops a number of trees 
yielding.

Walking through scrub looking at bud and blossom, 
pull down a limb to look at the flowers to see how 
much nectar is in the flowers.  Maybe they are full.  
Go around other side of tree that was in the shade, 
pull down a limb to look at the nectar in the flowers 
and guess what could be as dry as a chip.

Look at different trees on the shady side. No nec-
tar; on the sunny side plenty of nectar.  Go back in the 

HONEYBEES ARE the most efficient and widely used pollinator in the world, but they are facing numerous chal-
lenges. In Australia, these include impacts of pesticides, maintaining access to quality nutrition through access to 
forests, and threats from pests and disease. “The concern is not that we’ll run short of honey,” says Fiona Cham-
bers, CEO of the Wheen Bee Foundation, “but there won’t be enough honeybees to pollinate our food crops. The 
flow-on effects from pollinator decline are massive”.

Wheen Bee Foundation’s travelling Bee Double, kitted out with a bold message on both sides, will be spreading 
the word about food security needing bee security as it collects produce from farms and delivers it to wholesale 
markets in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. The Bee Double, an initiative of the Wheen Bee Foundation, was 
launched in November. Keep a look out for it on the roads.

afternoon and the reverse happens.
Lesson to be learnt:  if you had looked on the 

shady side only, you would have thought there was 
zero flow.

Here’s another example of when the bees were 
going great: The queen was laying profusely, really 
big brood and bees getting a tremendous shake, 
plenty of blossoms to break and then another floral 
source so heavy with bud the limbs were all hanging 
down like bunches of grapes.  I came back to civilisa-
tion for four weeks, counting the tins of honey that 
are going to come.

Then I returned to the bees and went down into 
the brood nest on the first hive after lifting off three 
boxes of honey. The brood nest was shrinking.  First 
thought: queen getting past it.

On the next hive I go down to the brood nest 
and find the brood nest shrinking, with bees pack-
ing honey into the cells as the brood hatches. All 
the hives were the same. At that point everything 
around looked great to me: the flow they were work-
ing was yielding, and the buds on the upcoming flow 
were full and yellow and just about ready to start 
cracking.

When I went back four weeks later, not a flower 
was in sight.  The ground under the trees was yellow 
with bud that the trees had thrown off.

Lesson learnt from OBSERVATION.  Somehow 
those bees knew what was going to happen weeks 
before it did happen.

Look out for the Bee Double
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Beekeeping with style

Looking for something unusual this  
Christmas?

Keeper & Hive stocks bee-themed gifts, 
books, clothes and accessories.

  
ABA MEMBERS: SPEND $100 OR MORE  

BEFORE XMAS AND GET A FREE  
‘POWER TO THE POLLINATORS’  

CALICO BAG.  

Advertisement

BIOSECURITY 

Know your code
The Australian Honey Bee Industry 

Biosecurity Code of Practice sets out 
the rules for beekeeping.

To download your copy, go to the 
Resources for Beekeepers section of 
our website at beekeepers.asn.au. It 
is clear and easy to follow. The rules 

apply to both recreational and  
commercial beekeepers (though 

keepers with more than 50 hives 
have additional responsibilities).

Read this story and figure out what 
Bert is doing wrong

BERT IS A new beekeeper and has regis-
tered with the NSW DPI. He is very keen to 
collect a swarm. 

A friend suggests putting out a “trap” 
hive to catch a colony. 

Bert prepares his new eight-frame box.  
He takes great pride in using a stencil and spray paint to mark the box with his registration number. He adds 
drop of lemongrass oil since people at his club suggested that this would attract a swarm. Finally, he adds a 
mix of frames provided by a friend at the club - foundation, drawn comb and some frames containing a little 
capped honey and pollen.

The “trap” or “bait” hive is placed on the carport roof. Within a day Bert is in luck and a swarm enters the 
box and establishes a colony. Was it the lemongrass or the small amount of pollen and honey that attracted 
the swarm? Who can say but Bert has his first colony and well pleased with himself.

However Bert is in breach of the code. Spot the problem? Check the next page to find Bert’s error.

Update: Australian 
Honey Scandal

MONTHS AFTER the story first hit the head-
lines and the ACCC announced it was launching 
an inquiry, we are still no closer to discovering 
whether or not some honey sold on various 
supermarket shelves is 100% honey. The ACCC 
announced in November that new testing meth-
ods are not accurate enough to allow it to pursue 
legal action, and has abandoned its investigation. 

While commercial producers took a kick from 
the loss of consumer confidence, many small-
scale beekeepers who have been able to talk 
directly to shoppers have found renewed interest 
in locally sourced, raw honey that is guaranteed 
to come straight from the hive. 

VALE Fred Benecke  
1931 - 2018

FRED’S CONTRIBUTION to the apiary indus-
try stretches back to 1955 when, still in his early 
20s, he was appointed District Apiary Office for 
northern NSW, based at Tamworth, making him 
responsible for disease control and apicultural ex-
tension over about a third of NSW. Over the years, 
he rose through the ranks of the Department of 
Agriculture. He was a prolific contributor to radio 
and television and wrote widely for departmental 
bulletins, beekeeping journals and newspapers. 
Even after retiring in 1990, Fred continued to be 
involved in the beekeeping world, becoming secre-
tary of the NSW Commercial Apiarists’ Association 
in the early 1990s, writing the Code of Practice and 
updating various reports and manuals.

http://keeperandhive.com
https://www.beekeepers.asn.au/resources-for-beekeepers/
http://beekeepers.asn.au
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Vice President and IT Sheila Stokes 
vp@beekeepers.asn.au

Treasurer Lyall Zweck 
treasurer@beekeepers.asn.au

Biosecurity Bruce White 
biosecurity@beekeepers.asn.au

Public Officer Arthur Garske 
publicofficer@beekepers.asn.au

Editor and resources Sue Carney 
editor@beekeepers.asn.au

Membership Vince Schnyder 
membership@beekeepers.asn.au

Education Miskell Hampton 
education@beekeepers.asn.au

Committee member Ana Martin 
ana.martin@beekeepers.asn.au
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 KNOW YOUR CODE ANSWER
Bert is a registered beekeeper – fine.
He uses a trap hive to collect a swarm – no problems.
The hive box is painted and branded – excellent.
He adds a drop of lemongrass oil as an attractant – no breach of code here.  

     There are numerous web references to the use of essential oils to attract bees.
Bert adds frames of foundation, drawn comb, honey and pollen – Problem!
The “Code” clearly states “A hive placed for the purpose of catching bee swarms 

     (a swarm catch box) must only contain foundation. Frames already drawn or that contain  
 brood, honey or pollen are not permitted.” 

This provision in the code relates to the risks of disease that are created when bees   
 are able to rob unprotected honey. Exposed honey should not be left out anywhere.

CODE OF PRACTICE FROM YOUR LOCAL CLUB  

The ABA has a printed copy of the Biosecurity Code of Practice for each ABA member,  
 supplied by Plant Health Australia. 

Remember to ask your club for your copy of this essential document 

SYDNEY	BEE	SHOP	

Our	beekeeping	shop	in	Matraville		
stocks	most	gear	for	the	hobby	beekeeper,		

offering	Australian	made	or	assembled	equipment	
where	possible.	

We’ve	personally	tested	all	our	gear	and	only	
stock	products	we’d	use	ourselves.		

Save	time	–	order	online	for	instore	pick-up		
or	we	can	deliver	for	$10	in	Sydney.	

shop.theurbanbeehive.com.au	

	

U21	,	19	McCauley	st	Matraville	2036	
Phone	02	9232	5600	

Open	Thu	-	Fri	10	–	5	Sat	10	–	3		
or	by	Appointment	at	other	times.	

Ask us about our discounts for ABA members!

Advertisement

mailto:secretary%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:president%40beekeepers.asn.au%20?subject=
mailto:vp%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:treasurer%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:biosecurity%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:publicofficer%40beekepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:editor%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:membership%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:education%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=
mailto:development%40beekeepers.asn.au?subject=


SAFETY REMINDER: Don’t feed babies honey
FOUR CASES of infant botulism were reported in the US earlier this year, 

with all thought to have been caused by pacifiers (dummies)  that had been 
filled or dipped in honey.

Infants under 12 months have not developed bacteria in their gut that can 
counter the toxins formed by Clostridium botulinum which is present in honey. 
That is why authorities around the world advise that children under one year 
of age not be fed honey. It’s a simple rule that could save a lot of drama.
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NATIVE BEES

Free Guide to Identifying Native Bees 
Native bee researcher Dr Tobias Smith has developed a book to help  
non experts understand what they 
are looking at

TOBY WRITES: “People without entomological exper-
tise are increasingly working on projects that involve  
Australian bees. This includes citizen scientists, ecolo-
gists, agricultural scientists and urban biodiversity  
researchers, among others. Key hurdles for non- 
entomologists new to bee research include limited  
insect taxonomy training or experience, the difficulty in 
learning traditional taxonomic keys, and limited access  
to taxonomists and reference collections. 

Australia has over 1600 native bee species, from five 
families and 63 genera. Family- and genus-level keys 
exist for Australian bees, but these traditional keys tend 
to be difficult and time consuming for non-specialists to learn without guidance.” 

Toby has provided a new, free, user-friendly key to all of the Australian bee families and genera, in which all 
couplets are supported by photos and diagrams to support the descriptions.  The Australian bee genera: An 
annotated, user friendly key is designed to be as practical and easy as possible, while maintaining the integrity 
of this complex task.   For more information go to www.beeawarekids.com.au

HAVE YOUR SAY 

 Honeybee Health  
Survey 2018

TIME IS running out to complete a short survey into 
local bee health. The project has been developed to 
find out how healthy Australian honey bees are, and 
what pests and diseases might be causing problems 
for beekeepers.  The results from the survey will be 
used to decide what help beekeepers might need to 
keep their honey bees healthy. It will also provide sta-
tistics for use by the industry. 

The Australian Honey Bee Industry Council, Plant 
Health Australia, and AgriFutures Australia, encourage 
all Australian beekeepers to take part in this survey, 

which will only take 10-12 minutes to complete. The 
survey can be found at http://bit.ly/BeeHealthSurvey

Survey closes December 14th 2018. 

https://www.beeawarekids.com.au/the-australian-bee-genera.html                                                                                                     Tobias Smith, 2018https://www.beeawarekids.com.au/the-australian-bee-genera.html
https://www.beeawarekids.com.au/the-australian-bee-genera.html                                                                                                     Tobias Smith, 2018https://www.beeawarekids.com.au/the-australian-bee-genera.html
http://bit.ly/BeeHealthSurvey


BIOSECURITY

Getting the better of Small Hive Beetle  
When the weather warms up, the annual battle between honeybee 

and SHB steps up a notch. The DPI’s Mark Page explains
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 SHB are attracted to active 
hives, possibly by the sweet 
smells that emanate from the 
apiary. Able to fly over 10kms 
and possibly 15kms in search of 
colonies, adult beetles hone in on 
weaker hives as they are hassled 
less by the bees.     

In SHB infested areas it is important to ensure 
strong, healthy, well-populated honeybee colonies 
with a young productive queen. The space in the hives 
for the bees to manage should be limited so that bees 
occupy all sides of the frames. Any weak and queen-
less hives should be united with strong colonies. 
Weakened colonies due to splits or swarming, nucleus 
and rescued or rehomed hives (cut outs) are suscepti-
ble to SHB infestation.                            

Major factors to consider in the control of SHB are 
temperature, humidity and beekeeper interaction. 

Often when first entering a hive we will disturb the 
bees and their corralling of beetles. We see beetles 
running with bees chasing them, Examine any areas 
where the beetles may hide and the bees keep them 
pinned in, such as the metal surround of queen ex-
cluders and in some plastic moulded frames. 

Some points to think about when working hives:
• when removing lids full of burr comb, the 

SHB (Aethina tumida)  is a small 
brown-black beetle approx 5-7mm 

in length with clubbed antennae. 
SHB have four stages in reproduc-

tion: egg, larva, pupa and finally 
adult beetle.  Depending on tem-

perature and humidity, this cycle can 
vary from three to 12 weeks.                                                               

The larval stages (maggot) are around 10-
13mm in length with a creamy white colouring 

and a tan/brown head.  Larvae have three pairs 
of prolegs at the front behind the head and two 

rows of spines down the back. (Wax moth larvae 
can be confused with SHB  

larvae). The larval stage causes the majority of 
damage to hives, burrowing into combs, eating 

brood, honey and pollen. As the larva moves 
across honey frames, it spreads yeast (Koda-

maea ohmeri) via its faecal matter. This causes 
honey, even under cappings, to ferment and 

bubble out.  Sticky frames, capping material and 
honey in frames can become infested with SHB 

larvae if left exposed or if beetles are stored 
unknowingly with these materials.

seeping honey can run over frames and brood 
combs. Before the bees are 
able to clean up, the beetles 
take the opportunity to lay 
eggs 
• when doing brood 
inspections or manipulating 
frames, minimise bee mortal-
ity from rolling/squashing and 
damage to brood areas. This 
can create an area that the 
bees cannot clean up quickly 
enough and the beetles seize 
the opportunity to lay

• When inspecting brood 
frames, unless you are ma-
nipulating, ensure frames go 
back as they were. The bee 
space can be diminished if a 
frame goes back in rolling the 
bees and creating an area with 
touching or almost touching 
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areas of honey brood and pollen on the faces of two 
frames. The bees cannot access this area to clean up 
quickly, but the beetle can, and will quickly lay her 
eggs

• If removing honey frames for extraction, allow 
time to extract ASAP after removal, or ensure no bee-
tle are present with the honey frames. (It is not easy 
to find them at times.) Beetles with the frames can 
quickly blow your honey.

• Store stickies if not going back to bees straight 
away, in beetle proof containers with no beetles or 
freeze.

• Beetles don’t like light and air movement. If 
storing sticky frames and supers in the open, allowing 
light and air ventilation, ensure they are in a bee-proof 
enclosure and also vermin (rodent) proof.                                                                                   

If you end up with a slimmed out hive, this is often 
a part of the beekeeping journey. There are several 
factors to be aware of in cleaning up:

• The yeast that the larvae produce can cause 
human health issues so please wear appropriate pro-
tective clothing (face mask especially).

• It is important to contain any larvae until they 
can be dealt with. Any larvae that makes it to the 
ground are more beetles to deal with later. So seal up 
the hive if you cannot deal with it straight away

• Euthanizing the larvae and any beetles is 
important. Freezing is effective or use a pesticide. 
Pesticides may contaminate hive ware and make it un-
suitable for use, Instead, empty contents of hive into a 
plastic tub and use the insecticide there.

• Disposal, cut-out material and contents may 
be burned. Follow fire and council restrictions. Burial is 
an option after euthanizing larvae and beetles. 

• It is recommended to irradiate any material 
that will be reused as an extra security against disease 
pathogens that may be present.

There are various control methods available for 
controlling SHB including: 

• Bottom board tray traps, finger traps 
that go between frames, beetle gaols etc  

• Chemical harbourages such as Apithor 
which contain the active ingredient fipronil.  
Always follow instructions for use and remove 
after three months so that the beetle does 
not build resistance to chemical treatment. 
Apithor traps don’t work if you have ventilated 
or perforated bottom boards. Never transfer 
traps or harbourages between hives unless you 
are absolutely certain your hives are free of all 
pests, diseases or other problems.  

• Felt mats or inner hive covers, woven 
(dishwashing) cloths. (The felt and cloth will 
capture some bees.)

• Some experimentation on red perspex 
lids that do not affect the bees but the beetle does 
not like the light in the hive 

• Externally used fly traps with an attractant 
following this recipe*:

1 teaspoon yeast
1 tablespoon granulated white sugar
2 tablespoons honey and 1 cup of water
Mix well. Fermenting begins. Hang 20-80 metres 

from hive approximately one metre from the ground 
in shade if possible. Note: the mix will require refresh-
ing every three days or so to maintain attractiveness 
to the beetle, and don’t leave it to become another 
breeding ground. Use irradiated honey if available

•  Keeping your bees in the chook pen may help.
Chooks love the larval stage

• Bandicoots love SHB larvae and they will dig 
down 25cm to get a fat larva before pupation.

    This will by no means cover all aspects of Small 
Hive Beetle but should assist with your journey. 

Enjoy your beekeeping.
MARK PAGE DPI BEE BIOSECURITY SURVEILLANCE

* Recipe based on research led by Diana Leemon 
of Queensland Department of Agriculture. The 
research team also produced a video explaining 
how to make up the solution and deploy the traps.      

Note the 
recipe 
printed 
here is 
an 
improved 
version 
of the 
one used 
in the 
video. 

https://www.agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/18-062.pdf
https://www.agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/18-062.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHUmK5SlzXU&t=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHUmK5SlzXU&t=


DIY GADGETS

THE INVETERATE INVENTOR is . . .  
  fixing cut-out comb 

How to deal with brood comb cut from a feral hive 
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Often a call to collect a “swarm of bees” 
reveals an established colony that is well down 
the road of building comb and rearing young 
bees. But how to persuade the established  
colony to move from their current home to 
your bee box?

The usual wisdom is move the brood comb 
along with some capped honey to frames and 
shift the queen and bee population to the bee 
box.

But how to hold that unsupported comb in 
the bee box? String or rubber bands can be 
used to tie the comb to a frame (no wires, no 
wax) or the comb can be pushed onto a wired 
frame. This will work with varying degrees of 
success but does require bare hands to manipulate 
the comb and the fixing method. This may not suit all 
beekeepers.

The inveterate inventor has developed some wire 
carrier “baskets” to hold the comb. The baskets were 
formed from 25 mm 
spaced square galvan-
ised wire mesh. One 
sheet is fixed directly 
to the top bar. The 
other sheet is attached 
via a hinge to allow 
this side of the basket 
to open. The hinge 
was formed from the 
wire in the mesh. The 
dimensions of the basket replicate the size of a full 
depth Langstroth frame.

Notice that the top bar has spacer block nailed/
glued on to emulate the missing side bars to ensure 
the correct spacing between the frames. Without 
spacers the adjoining wire baskets would touch and 
the necessary “bee space” would be lost.

The top of the hinged basket side needs a small 
turn out in the mesh so that the basket closes hard up 
against the top bar. This ensures that a bee space is 

maintained be-
tween adjoining 
baskets.

The carrier 
frames work 
well if the bee 
space between 
them is main-
tained. If bees 
cannot tend the 

developing brood then the brood dies, decay sets in 
and the colony may decamp.
As the colony grows the basket frames need to 

be lifted above the excluder or to the one of the top 
boxes so that no further brood is laid. When devoid of 
brood the basket frames can be replaced with regular 
frames.

WANT TO ADVERTISE IN 
THE AMATEUR BEEKEEPER?

We accept advertisements for  
beekeeping related products or services  

that may interest our members. 

Ads offering a significant benefit or discount to ABA mem-
bers are run free of charge. 

All material subject to acceptance by the editor.

February issue DEADLINE: January 11

editor@beekeepers.asn.au
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